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In this “dazzling” (John Irving) memoir, acclaimed New Yorker staff writer Tad Friend reflects on

the pressures of middle age, exploring his relationship with his dying father as he raises two
children of his own. “How often does a memoir build to a stomach-churning, I-can’t-breathe
climax in its final pages? . . . Brilliant, intensely moving.”—William Finnegan, Pulitzer Prize–

winning author of Barbarian DaysAlmost everyone yearns to know their parents more thoroughly

before they die, to solve some of those lifelong mysteries. Maybe, just maybe, those answers will

help you live your own life. But life doesn’t stop to wait. In his fifties, New Yorker writer Tad Friend
is grappling with being a husband and a father as he tries to grasp who he is as a son. Torn
between two families, he careens between two stages in life. On some days he feels vigorous,

on the brink of greatness when he plays tournament squash. On others, he feels distinctly weary,
troubled by his distance from millennial sensibilities or by his own face in the mirror, by a grimace
that’s so like his father’s.His father, an erudite historian and the former president of Swarthmore

College, has long been gregarious and charming with strangers yet cerebral with his children.
Tad writes that “trying to reach him always felt like ice fishing.” Yet now Tad’s father, known to his

family as Day, seems concerned chiefly with the flavor of ice cream in his bowl and, when
pushed, interested only in reconsidering his view of Franklin Roosevelt.Then Tad finds his
father’s journal, a trove of passionate confessions that reveals a man entirely different from the
exasperatingly logical father Day was so determined to be. It turns out that Tad has been self-

destructing in the same way Day has—a secret each has kept from everyone, even themselves.
These discoveries make Tad reconsider his own role, as a father, as a husband, and as a son.

But is it too late for both of them?Witty, searching, and profound, In the Early Times is an

enduring meditation on the shifting tides of memory and the unsteady pillars on which every
family rests.

HungerStrangers often told me how wonderful my father was. Wait, my father? I’d think. They

met a different man, the handsome polymath with the much--stamped passport. The earnest
charmer. At conference dinners, he’d linger over the Sauternes to draw out his seatmate’s

knowledge of Persian poetry; once, with a Korean who spoke almost no English, he was able to
convey baseball’s arcane balk rule using only pantomime. His pockets were always full of
business cards inscribed with pleas to keep in touch, as if he were a human Wailing
Wall.Theodore Wood Friend III was “Dorie” to his contemporaries and “Day” to his children, from

my first tries at “Daddy.” (We’re one of those Wasp families where baby names stick for life.) A

believer in letters to the editor and global rapport, he drove four hundred miles to witness Martin
Luther King’s “I Have a Dream” speech, won the Bancroft Prize for his history of the Philippines
three years later, and became president of Swarthmore College, in 1973, at forty--two. By then,

he’d taught the histories of India, Pakistan, Bangladesh, China, Japan, Korea, and all of

Southeast Asia, as well as of American foreign relations. He possessed a resonant baritone and

a self--deprecating manner, and hopes were high.The middle years . . . middling. Nudged out at
Swarthmore, he sought a spot on Reagan’s National Security Council, hoping for a rise to the
cabinet from there. After being passed over, he ran the Eisenhower Exchange Fellowship. EEF
brought foreign go--getters to the United States to exchange ideas—-and, under Day’s
leadership, began sending Americans overseas for the same purpose. Like America, he had a

missionary temperament, and his sweeping doctrines applied even to the three of us children,

the smallest of tribes.After twelve years at EEF he stepped down, at sixty--five, to take care of

our mother, Elizabeth. If Day was a gravel truck juddering off to mend the broken world, Mom

was a coupe cornering at speed. At his retirement dinner, where she wore an auburn wig after

her chemo, we all had our photo taken with two of the foundation’s chairmen: Gerald Ford and
George H. W. Bush. When the photographer pointed out that Mom’s hand was obscuring Bush’s
thigh, Bush remarked, roguishly, “Leave it, Elizabeth, it feels good where it is.”“That kind of photo

costs more, George,” she shot back. Day’s guffaw made everyone except Jerry Ford crack up,

and that photo was the keeper.One August afternoon in 2018, after lunch and before Day’s nap,

my younger sister, Timmie, and I sat down with him in his living room to ask about his life. It felt

like our last chance to understand him; he was nearly eighty--six and his once--lush
conversation was as clenched as winter wheat. He clearly mistrusted our agenda. The way he
sat in his blue armchair—-chin low, lips tight, gray hair batwinging from his enormous head—-

called to mind a nineteenth--century caricature: Boss Tweed astride his empire; the

cantankerous Tories.We began gently, at the beginning, which was probably a mistake, as he

hated his Pittsburgh boyhood. Being raised by old--school Wasps was like being raised by a
minibar. Timmie asked, “How would your parents have described you?”“They would have

described me as a baby. And then they would have described me as a boy.” Timmie glanced

over: Uh--oh. He was just checking the box: I owe my children this courtesy. I was of like mind, a
paramedic filling out the forms: Did you take every possible measure? I’d suppressed my
expectations for so long it felt like a form of filial piety. But Timmie still hoped he might finally
confess that he loved us more deeply than, for secret reasons, he could ever reveal.He closed

his eyes and said, “I’m sort of hungry for ice cream.”“You had some a short while ago,” she said.“I

did?”“Right after lunch.”He frowned. Day loved sweets. In college, he got fired from a summer job

for filling doughnuts with too much jelly. When we lived in Manila, in 1967, he spent two days in a
hospital, as Mom noted in a doleful letter home, “under observation for—-you won’t believe it—chewing up and swallowing a Christmas tree ball! We had a rather elaborate cake in the shape

of a dragon and the eyes were glass balls. Dorie thought they were candy and ate one.” Two
years later, Day wrote Mom from Amsterdam to say, “Drinking ‘young gin’ (tough) rather than

lemon gin (a little sweet) because I want the waiter to realize I am tough. Of course, you realize,

my lovely, that I am at least a little sweet. I like a lot of brown sugar on my cereal and a lot of
white sugar in my tea and a lot of sympathy in my boyish disconsolations.”He was prey to darker

desires, too, but he hid those better. Timmie tried again: “If somebody wrote your parents and
said, ‘Tell us about your son, what’s he like?’ what would they have said?”“Nobody did that.” His

laugh was a rueful bark. “Nobody cared.”“So no one cared about you when you were
young?”“Well, I cared about myself.” He laughed again, more softly. “But, no.” He turned his
reading lamp to glare the bulb at us. You go to the station to file a missing person report, and

suddenly you’re the suspect.Whenever I see a father hug his son on--screen I begin to cry. I

know. I’m not crazy about it, either; a hug is cinematic mush on the level of a lost dog bounding

home. And I cry at that, too! The father doesn’t even have to be the son’s actual dad; a prisoner
on the lam with a kidnapped boy, like Kevin Costner in A Perfect World, works just fine—-a father
figure.My father hugged me until I was about seven. Then he stopped; I don’t know why. We

started up again when I was in my mid--twenties, because I hugged my friends and I hugged my

mom and it seemed weird not to hug my dad. But trying to reach him always felt like ice fishing.In
my earliest recurrent dream, I’d find myself in a meadow that sloped uphill to a door set in a knoll.
As I struggled through the tall grass, I’d hear banjo music behind the door; after work, my father

had gone there to play. When I grasped the doorknob, though, the music would stop. I’d run

among the small bare rooms, then return to the doorway, bewildered. Eventually the banjo would

resume, far away. But there was always a door between us.I tried to turn Day, heeling wide:

“What do you think you’re best at?”“I think I am best at . . . listening.”Okay. “How do you feel
you’ve contributed to the world?”“Three children.”I glanced at Timmie, an interior designer who

has Mom’s darting humor and radiant smile. Born six years after me, she effectively grew up in a
separate wing of the house; we got close only later. “Want to elaborate, at all?” I asked.“Three
beautiful, marvelous, exquisite, wonderful, unique children!” he bellowed.Shooting me a

deadpan look—-Yay, us!—-Timmie asked, “Is there anything you wish you’d done?”“I wish I’d
been president,” Day said.“President of the United States?”“Yes.” He enjoyed naming the
presidents in order. “And I wish I’d played music, especially the guitar. All I ever did was turn on

the phonograph.”“I never knew that,” I said. “I wish I’d played the guitar, too.” My children took
lessons for years, but, nah. We’re the anti–-Partridge Family.Day looked at his watch, then

added, “I wish I’d written more creatively. I wish I’d written more fiction.” In the eighties, he

published a well--received novel about his youth, Family Laundry. For years he’d been working
on a final book, a memoir.Timmie asked, “Is there anything you wish you’d spent less time
doing?”“Answering questionnaires,” he said. “I’ve answered hundreds of them.” He backhanded

our question away.Excerpt. © Reprinted by permission. All rights reserved.HungerStrangers
often told me how wonderful my father was. Wait, my father? I’d think. They met a different man,

the handsome polymath with the much--stamped passport. The earnest charmer. At conference
dinners, he’d linger over the Sauternes to draw out his seatmate’s knowledge of Persian poetry;

once, with a Korean who spoke almost no English, he was able to convey baseball’s arcane balk
rule using only pantomime. His pockets were always full of business cards inscribed with pleas
to keep in touch, as if he were a human Wailing Wall.Theodore Wood Friend III was “Dorie” to his
contemporaries and “Day” to his children, from my first tries at “Daddy.” (We’re one of those

Wasp families where baby names stick for life.) A believer in letters to the editor and global
rapport, he drove four hundred miles to witness Martin Luther King’s “I Have a Dream” speech,

won the Bancroft Prize for his history of the Philippines three years later, and became president
of Swarthmore College, in 1973, at forty--two. By then, he’d taught the histories of India,

Pakistan, Bangladesh, China, Japan, Korea, and all of Southeast Asia, as well as of American
foreign relations. He possessed a resonant baritone and a self--deprecating manner, and hopes

were high.The middle years . . . middling. Nudged out at Swarthmore, he sought a spot on
Reagan’s National Security Council, hoping for a rise to the cabinet from there. After being
passed over, he ran the Eisenhower Exchange Fellowship. EEF brought foreign go--getters to
the United States to exchange ideas—-and, under Day’s leadership, began sending Americans
overseas for the same purpose. Like America, he had a missionary temperament, and his

sweeping doctrines applied even to the three of us children, the smallest of tribes.After twelve

years at EEF he stepped down, at sixty--five, to take care of our mother, Elizabeth. If Day was a

gravel truck juddering off to mend the broken world, Mom was a coupe cornering at speed. At

his retirement dinner, where she wore an auburn wig after her chemo, we all had our photo taken
with two of the foundation’s chairmen: Gerald Ford and George H. W. Bush. When the
photographer pointed out that Mom’s hand was obscuring Bush’s thigh, Bush remarked,
roguishly, “Leave it, Elizabeth, it feels good where it is.”“That kind of photo costs more, George,”

she shot back. Day’s guffaw made everyone except Jerry Ford crack up, and that photo was the
keeper.One August afternoon in 2018, after lunch and before Day’s nap, my younger sister,

Timmie, and I sat down with him in his living room to ask about his life. It felt like our last chance

to understand him; he was nearly eighty--six and his once--lush conversation was as clenched
as winter wheat. He clearly mistrusted our agenda. The way he sat in his blue armchair—-chin
low, lips tight, gray hair batwinging from his enormous head—-called to mind a nineteenth--

century caricature: Boss Tweed astride his empire; the cantankerous Tories.We began gently, at

the beginning, which was probably a mistake, as he hated his Pittsburgh boyhood. Being raised

by old--school Wasps was like being raised by a minibar. Timmie asked, “How would your
parents have described you?”“They would have described me as a baby. And then they would

have described me as a boy.” Timmie glanced over: Uh--oh. He was just checking the box: I owe

my children this courtesy. I was of like mind, a paramedic filling out the forms: Did you take every
possible measure? I’d suppressed my expectations for so long it felt like a form of filial piety. But
Timmie still hoped he might finally confess that he loved us more deeply than, for secret
reasons, he could ever reveal.He closed his eyes and said, “I’m sort of hungry for ice

cream.”“You had some a short while ago,” she said.“I did?”“Right after lunch.”He frowned. Day
loved sweets. In college, he got fired from a summer job for filling doughnuts with too much jelly.

When we lived in Manila, in 1967, he spent two days in a hospital, as Mom noted in a doleful
letter home, “under observation for—-you won’t believe it—-chewing up and swallowing a

Christmas tree ball! We had a rather elaborate cake in the shape of a dragon and the eyes were
glass balls. Dorie thought they were candy and ate one.” Two years later, Day wrote Mom from

Amsterdam to say, “Drinking ‘young gin’ (tough) rather than lemon gin (a little sweet) because I

want the waiter to realize I am tough. Of course, you realize, my lovely, that I am at least a little

sweet. I like a lot of brown sugar on my cereal and a lot of white sugar in my tea and a lot of
sympathy in my boyish disconsolations.”He was prey to darker desires, too, but he hid those

better. Timmie tried again: “If somebody wrote your parents and said, ‘Tell us about your son,

what’s he like?’ what would they have said?”“Nobody did that.” His laugh was a rueful bark.

“Nobody cared.”“So no one cared about you when you were young?”“Well, I cared about myself.”
He laughed again, more softly. “But, no.” He turned his reading lamp to glare the bulb at us. You

go to the station to file a missing person report, and suddenly you’re the suspect.Whenever I see

a father hug his son on--screen I begin to cry. I know. I’m not crazy about it, either; a hug is

cinematic mush on the level of a lost dog bounding home. And I cry at that, too! The father
doesn’t even have to be the son’s actual dad; a prisoner on the lam with a kidnapped boy, like
Kevin Costner in A Perfect World, works just fine—-a father figure.My father hugged me until I

was about seven. Then he stopped; I don’t know why. We started up again when I was in my
mid--twenties, because I hugged my friends and I hugged my mom and it seemed weird not to

hug my dad. But trying to reach him always felt like ice fishing.In my earliest recurrent dream, I’d
find myself in a meadow that sloped uphill to a door set in a knoll. As I struggled through the tall
grass, I’d hear banjo music behind the door; after work, my father had gone there to play. When I

grasped the doorknob, though, the music would stop. I’d run among the small bare rooms, then

return to the doorway, bewildered. Eventually the banjo would resume, far away. But there was
always a door between us.I tried to turn Day, heeling wide: “What do you think you’re best at?”“I

think I am best at . . . listening.”Okay. “How do you feel you’ve contributed to the world?”“Three
children.”I glanced at Timmie, an interior designer who has Mom’s darting humor and radiant

smile. Born six years after me, she effectively grew up in a separate wing of the house; we got
close only later. “Want to elaborate, at all?” I asked.“Three beautiful, marvelous, exquisite,

wonderful, unique children!” he bellowed.Shooting me a deadpan look—-Yay, us!—-Timmie

asked, “Is there anything you wish you’d done?”“I wish I’d been president,” Day said.“President
of the United States?”“Yes.” He enjoyed naming the presidents in order. “And I wish I’d played

music, especially the guitar. All I ever did was turn on the phonograph.”“I never knew that,” I said.
“I wish I’d played the guitar, too.” My children took lessons for years, but, nah. We’re the anti–-

Partridge Family.Day looked at his watch, then added, “I wish I’d written more creatively. I wish I’d

written more fiction.” In the eighties, he published a well--received novel about his youth, Family
Laundry. For years he’d been working on a final book, a memoir.Timmie asked, “Is there

anything you wish you’d spent less time doing?”“Answering questionnaires,” he said. “I’ve
answered hundreds of them.” He backhanded our question away.About the AuthorTad Friend is
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FriendAbout the AuthorAuthor’s NoteI have changed the names of Melanie, Phyllis, Martha, and

those in the Group, including Paul Klein.HungerStrangers often told me how wonderful my father

was. Wait, my father? I’d think. They met a different man, the handsome polymath with the muchstamped passport. The earnest charmer. At conference dinners, he’d linger over the Sauternes

to draw out his tablemate’s knowledge of Persian poetry; once, with a Korean man who spoke
almost no English, he was able to convey baseball’s arcane balk rule using only pantomime. His

pockets were always full of business cards inscribed with pleas to keep in touch, as if he were a
human Wailing Wall.Theodore Wood Friend III was “Dorie” to his contemporaries and “Day” to

his children, from my first tries at “Daddy.” (We’re one of those Wasp families where baby names

stick for life.) A believer in letters to the editor and global rapport, he drove four hundred miles to

witness Martin Luther King’s “I Have a Dream” speech, won the Bancroft Prize for his history of
the Philippines three years later, and became president of Swarthmore College, in 1973, at fortytwo. By then, he was fluent in the histories of India, Pakistan, Bangladesh, China, Japan, Korea,

and all of Southeast Asia, as well as of American foreign relations. He possessed a resonant

baritone and a self-deprecating manner, and hopes were high.The middle years…middling.
Nudged out at Swarthmore, he sought a spot on Reagan’s National Security Council, hoping for

a rise to the cabinet from there. After being passed over, he ran the Eisenhower Exchange
Fellowship. EEF brought foreign go-getters to the United States to exchange ideas—and, at
Day's urging, sent Americans overseas for the same purpose. Like America, he had a

missionary temperament, and his sweeping doctrines applied even to the three of us children,

the smallest of tribes.After twelve years at EEF he stepped down, at sixty-five, to take care of our

mother, Elizabeth. If Day was a gravel truck juddering off to mend the broken world, Mom was a
coupe cornering at speed. At his retirement dinner, where she wore an auburn wig after her
chemo, we all had our photo taken with two of the foundation’s chairmen: Gerald Ford and
George H. W. Bush. When the photographer pointed out that Mom’s hand was obscuring Bush’s
thigh, Bush remarked, roguishly, “Leave it, Elizabeth, it feels good where it is.”“That kind of photo

costs more, George,” she shot back. Day’s guffaw made everyone except Jerry Ford crack up,

and that photo was the keeper.—One August afternoon in 2018, after lunch and before Day’s

nap, my younger sister, Timmie, and I sat down with him in his living room to ask about his life. It

felt like our last chance to understand him; he was nearly eighty-six and his once-lush
conversation was as clenched as winter wheat. He clearly mistrusted our agenda. The way he
sat in his blue armchair—chin low, lips tight, gray hair batwinging from his enormous head—

called to mind a nineteenth-century caricature: Boss Tweed astride his empire; the cantankerous

Tories.We began gently, at the beginning, which was probably a mistake, as he hated his

Pittsburgh boyhood. Being raised by old-school Wasps was like being raised by a minibar.
Timmie asked, “How would your parents have described you?”“They would have described me

as a baby. And then they would have described me as a boy.” Timmie glanced over: Uh-oh. He

was just checking the box: I owe my children this courtesy. I was of like mind, a paramedic filling

out the forms: Did you take every possible measure? I’d suppressed my expectations for so long
it felt like a form of filial piety. But Timmie still hoped he might finally confess that he loved us
more deeply than, for secret reasons, he could ever reveal.He closed his eyes and said, “I’m sort

of hungry for ice cream.”“You had some a short while ago,” she said.“I did?”“Right after lunch.”He

frowned. Day loved sweets. In college, he got fired from a summer job for filling doughnuts with

too much jelly. When we lived in Manila, in 1967, he spent two days in a hospital, as Mom noted
in a doleful letter home, “under observation for—you won’t believe it—chewing up and

swallowing a Christmas tree ball! We had a rather elaborate cake in the shape of a dragon and

the eyes were glass balls. Dorie thought they were candy and ate one.” Two years later, Day
wrote Mom from Amsterdam to say, “Drinking ‘young gin’ (tough) rather than lemon gin (a little

sweet) because I want the waiter to realize I am TOUGH. Of course, you realize, my lovely, that I

am at least a little sweet. I like a lot of brown sugar on my cereal and a lot of white sugar in my
tea and a lot of sympathy in my boyish disconsolations.”He was prey to darker desires, too, but

he hid those better. Timmie tried again: “If somebody wrote your parents and said, ‘Tell us about

your son, what’s he like?’ what would they have said?”“Nobody did that.” His laugh was a rueful

bark. “Nobody cared.”“So no one cared about you when you were young?”“Well, I cared about
myself.” He laughed again, more softly. “But, no.” He turned his reading lamp to glare the bulb at

us. You go to the station to file a missing person report, and suddenly you’re the suspect.—

Whenever I see a father hug his son on-screen I begin to cry. I know. I’m not crazy about it,

either; a hug is cinematic mush on the level of a lost dog bounding home. And I cry at that, too!
The father doesn’t even have to be the son’s actual dad; a prisoner on the lam with a kidnapped
boy, like Kevin Costner in A Perfect World, works just fine—a father figure.My father hugged me

until I was about seven. Then he stopped; I don’t know why. We started up again when I was in
my mid-twenties, because I hugged my friends and I hugged my mom and it seemed weird not

to hug my dad. But trying to reach him always felt like ice fishing.In my earliest recurrent dream,
I’d find myself in a meadow that sloped uphill to a door set in a knoll. As I struggled through the
tall grass, I’d hear banjo music behind the door; after work, my father had gone there to play.

When I grasped the doorknob, though, the music would stop. I’d run among small bare rooms,

then return to the doorway, bewildered. Eventually the banjo would resume, far away.—I tried to

turn Day, heeling wide: “What do you think you’re best at?”“I think I am best at…listening.”Okay.

“How do you feel you’ve contributed to the world?”“Three children.”I glanced at Timmie, an
interior designer who has Mom’s darting humor and radiant smile. Born six years after me, she

effectively grew up in a separate wing of the house; we got close only later. “Want to elaborate,
at all?” I asked.“Three beautiful, marvelous, exquisite, wonderful, unique children!” he
bellowed.Shooting me a deadpan look—Yay, us!—Timmie asked, “Is there anything you wish

you’d done?”“I wish I’d been president,” Day said.“President of the United States?”“Yes.” He
enjoyed naming the presidents in order. “And I wish I’d played music, especially the guitar. All I

ever did was turn on the phonograph.”“I never knew that,” I said. “I wish I’d played the guitar, too.”
My children took lessons for years, but, nah. We’re the anti–Partridge Family.Day looked at his

watch, then added, “I wish I’d written more creatively. I wish I’d written more fiction.” In the
eighties, he published a well-received novel about his youth, Family Laundry. For years he’d

been working on a final book, a memoir.Timmie asked, “Is there anything you wish you’d spent
less time doing?”“Answering questionnaires,” he said. “I’ve answered hundreds of them.” He

backhanded our question away.—Since Mom died, in 2003, Day has lived alone in their house in
Villanova, a leafy, DUI-friendly Philadelphia suburb. These days he has a bookkeeper and a care

manager and round-the-clock aides to coax him out of bed and make him comfort food. My
family—my wife, Amanda, and our twelve-year-old twins, Addison and Walker—and Timmie and

her family had come to be with him for a few days. He mostly sat at the dinner table, reading the
Times and scowling at commotion. Waking from a catnap, he’d grimace to find himself

surrounded by walkers and grip bars and stair lifts and toilet commodes, the paraphernalia of

decline. When he went to a rehab facility after one of his hospital stays, he’d begin his care
conferences by saying, “Please be candid—I am not an expert in me,” then glower at the nurses
who announced his “inability to transfer” and need for help with “lower-body bathing” and “selfcleaning management.” He’d been so careful to greet them brightly: “Good morning, Kaila/Judith/
Shani!” I am perfectly well and do not belong here. He’d pictured an old age lolling by the pond at

the foot of his backyard, dispensing breadcrumbs to the koi and wisdom to us. He told us so in

2008, as he distributed copies of his do-not-resuscitate form.He was able to maintain that
seigneurial deportment for years, greeting me heartily when we arrived—“Taddio! How’s the

man?”—and launching into an account of a recent conclave. When he detailed the workings of
one of his boards or institutes or interfaith groups, he’d get sidetracked so often that Timmie and

I adopted a shorthand for his digressions. “Billy Grassie” marked a byway of credentialism, and
“Metanexus” a plunge into the metaphysical weeds. “My friend Billy Grassie,” he’d remind us, “is

the founding director of the Metanexus Institute, a kind of agora, or marketplace, where scientific

inquiry and religious belief can wrestle with each other in mutually playful and profitable

exchange. Well, Billy is a very able fellow with a PhD in religion….” Day classified everyone he
knew as “able” or “very able,” enumerated their “vectors of inquiry,” and situated them as “a very
bright economics PhD from Yale” or “a keen thinker on cross-cultural folkways and the first
Marshall Scholar from Guam.” As conversation it was broccoli, but there was a Meatless Monday

comfort to it: nothing had gone badly wrong yet.Our brother, Pier, the middle child—a six-footfive dog lover, athletic and equable—doesn’t use our shorthand. His solicitude about Day
underlines their resemblance: They wear fleeces, love math, and prize order. Pier, an exec at an

investment firm, had come down with his family the weekend before, asked Day no bruising
questions, and left him in a better mood than when he’d arrived. Pier’s steadiness mystifies me,

as he, too, was deeply stamped by Mom’s outlook; her catchphrases, such as “Smiling the boy
fell dead,” were rescue signals disguised as proclamations of buoyancy. Not waving but
drowning. In 2005, Timmie had a liver transplant. When she awoke eleven hours later in the ICU,

we told her the doctors said she was doing very well. From under her leaded blanket of
anesthesia, she murmured, “I…aim…to…please,” an entirely Mom-ish remark.Day, who loved

bathroom humor and had a booming laugh, could be witty on occasion. His index to his Bancroftwinning Between Two Empires contains an entry about the emotional reactions of various

Filipino politicians that sneaks in a reference to Mom and her behavior as he was writing the
book: “Tears: shed by Quezon, 51; shed by Laurel, 212; shed by Osmeña, 236, 237; shed by
Elizabeth, passim”—or throughout. But he almost never made fun of himself.He’s not going to

start now. When we arrived, the day before, he was in the bathroom swearing at his caregivers
—“Fuck! Don’t yank at me!”—his voice squawking over the baby monitor on the kitchen counter.

When his care manager asked if he was in pain, he cried, “I’m in emotional pain!” And when his
cane slid off his chair with a bang, he awoke and roared “Goddammit!” at Timmie, because she

was nearest. Newly vulnerable, he is more determined than ever not to be.When Day poisoned

his tea with five heaping spoonfuls of sugar, Addison warned him that his teeth would fall out and
that he’d get diabetes—one of her periodic public service announcements denouncing meat,
cigarettes, hypocrisy, and other toxins. He just scowled at her. She scoops out half his sugar

when he’s not looking, but he recoups it later in cookies. He doesn’t fret about getting diabetes

because he has leukemia, and he doesn’t fret about having leukemia because he is determined
to be a stoic, and he doesn’t fret about failing to be a stoic because he doesn’t always remember

that that’s what he’s supposed to be.Day at his dinner table.—At lunch, I’d tried to start Day

reminiscing by recalling how he’d taught me to skip stones across a creek near Buffalo, where

we grew up.Walker said, “I don’t get how that works, Grand-Day.” He’s determined to beat my

record of eleven skips.“You keep your forearm parallel to the water”—he set his wrist and
pronated his forearm—“and you flip a flat stone—”“No,” Walker said, “I mean how the stone skips

across the water so many times without sinking.” He cocked his head. Like his grandfather’s, it’s

larger than you might reasonably expect.Day reflected. At times, now, he seems to want to lay
his great, heavy brain down. “I am conversant with the art, not the science,” he said at last. One

of his best memories was when he was seven or eight, and his mother showed him how to skim
a stone across a pond. “Watch!” she called, and her stone skittered over in four ricochets. “My
miraculous mother,” he later wrote. “I was filled with happiness. As I grew older, I felt challenged

by any flat body of water to find a skippable stone.”—When we’d left Brooklyn to drive to
Villanova, I’d eyed the twins in the rearview mirror: Walker, as usual, was taking everything in

while seeming to stare out the window; Addison was pouched in a blanket, only her eyes and her
cat’s-ears headband visible. She lowered the blanket to give me a smile.Amanda plugged her

iPhone into the dash to map the fastest way: there are forks to choose—Hamilton Parkway or the
BQE? Goethals or Outerbridge?—and I relish saving even five minutes. Sheryl Crow’s recording

of “The First Cut Is the Deepest” began playing, as by some quirk of Amanda’s iTunes it does
whenever she launches Google Maps, and Walker and Addison sang along. The treacly tune
had become our rental-car soundtrack. Amanda and I took it up in time for the throaty

yearning:Baby, I’ll try to love again, but I knowww…The first cut is the deepest, baby, I

knowwwww…As we zipped past the office parks of the Jersey exurbs, I saw Walker resting his
head on Addison’s lap. She was stroking his hair. I touched Amanda’s hand and flicked my eyes
back, and she glanced around casually. When our children sense parental doting or
Instagramming, they behave like an old-time mercantile partnership asked for a donation: the

blinds drop and the locks snick shut. Amanda, who’s determined to preserve them at each
poignant stage, has taken thousands of photos of them alone and together. “You’ll thank me

later!” she says, when they fuss and groan.She herself often radiates inwardness, that

unselfaware quality photographers hope to catch. My enduring images of Amanda are mental

snapshots: the intent way she cups my face with both hands, then eases in with an eye-on-

object focus, only at last parting her lips. The precise way she positions a heavy pillow atop her
head to spatchcock herself into sleep, then slips one foot outside the bedcovers as a

thermoregulator. The ebullient way she measures Walker and Addison against the pantry

cupboard, elated by debatable gains since she measured them two days earlier. The all-in way
she plays basketball for her urban-league team, the Foulmouths—boxing out, double-teaming,

scrapping for loose balls. The brisk way she chest-passes laundry into the washing machine,
then gives it a nod and a smile: Go get clean and I’ll see you soon!Our friends view me as evenkeeled, calm in a crisis, a counterbalance to Amanda’s excitability, a perception Amanda shares,

mostly. I often wonder how our children see me. Is the father I wanted the father they want, too?
Or is the father I got the father I’ve inevitably become?Walker seems unusually self-possessed:

he sits at the cool kids’ lunch table, a confidant who reserves judgment. Descending from his

upper bunk for breakfast, he floats his feet halfway down the ladder and then nods back off. He
required his baby teeth to drop on their own—no twisting or wiggling—and never left them for the

tooth fairy: “I’m not selling part of myself for a dollar!” Instead, he hid them in the saltcellar, a tiny

china chicken on our dinner table. He hates hikes and museums because they encourage
dawdling. Obsessed with sports, he loves to discuss Saka’s passing skills or the fortunes of
Nike, the most glorious empire known to man. His other treasures emerge obliquely. When
Amanda and I fight, it is Walker who steps in as a teary referee.While he keeps being replaced,

in rapid match cuts, by new actors playing taller Walkers, Addison has remained a waif. Happiest
racing through the Hunger Games books for the fourth time, she often has no idea what month it

is, or where that month falls in the year, guessing that February follows October in the same way
she hazards that Idaho is a country. When she tries a deadpan look for a selfie she cracks up at

the idea that anyone would voluntarily drain her expression of animation. In this she takes after
Amanda, who always has a relaxed smile for the camera, while I usually look like mug-shot Gary

Busey.Addison is a brooder. Mildly obsessive-compulsive—cupboards are ritually caressed,

furniture reflexively peeked under—she has worn her cat’s-ears headband day and night for
nearly three years to prevent an IED from blowing up our family. She gets stomachaches, and

then she gets stomachaches from worrying that she’s going to get stomachaches. Like my
mother, whom she takes after to an extraordinary degree, she’s a perfectionist prone to

depression. Amanda recently found her at the kitchen table at 2:30 a.m., her head buried in her

homework.Amanda, for her part, had awoken tense with worry and gone to the bathroom to find
that the toilet wasn’t flushing—and the kids’ toilet wasn’t, either! After coaxing Addison into bed,
she emailed everyone in the building and constructed a “Climate change has swamped the
water tunnels and shattered our sewage pipes!” scenario that kept her up till dawn. She regularly

patrols our apartment, worried that the stove may spontaneously ignite or that a burglar might be

hiding in the four-inch cranny under our bed. War-gaming these premonitions, she’ll round the
corner, see a stranger, and jump in alarm. It’s just me, your husband.Three days later, she texted

me, “What’s the novel about the looming cloud? The wife wears a sweatsuit.”“White Noise,” I
replied. “Why? Is your mind taking a doomy turn?”Silence.—Walker, Addison, and Amanda in
Indonesia, 2018.—As a writer for The New Yorker, I love portraying outliers: a Hollywood agent

who doesn’t schmooze; a venture capitalist who relishes the limelight; scientists who believe in
the possibility of immortality. In order to understand the rules the rebels are breaking as well as

those they’re trying to establish, I ask about everything.This approach works best with strangers.
In my family, questions are traditionally limited to how you slept and whether you unloaded the
dishwasher yet. Still, you’d think that by now, in my mid-fifties, after years of observation, I’d have

a fix on my closest relatives. But fitting your family together begins as a jigsaw puzzle and
becomes an anxiety dream. You assemble the exterior first, the frame—your parents and your

own childhood—and your pattern matching improves as you work the pieces, amassing colors

and motifs. Yet the central portrait, of your own marriage and children, keeps shifting as you all

age, the lobed outlines morphing in your fingers. You begin to wonder if the frame is as fixed as
you had thought, and then even your vantage point begins to feel unstable—or mine does,

anyway. Sometimes the puzzle itself seems to be floating away from me.I told myself it wasn’t a

midlife crisis, because that’s when you want to be someone else. I believed that I’d gotten
through most of that kind of flailing about before my life began in earnest; nearly forty when I

married Amanda, I was forty-three when Addison and Walker were born. I told myself I was just

having a midlife slump. A crisis is vivid (the crimson Ferrari, the pink slip); a slump is simply a
gray mass of days. I’d wake pinned by cares at 5:00 a.m., the hour of remorse: overdue tax
payments; overdue museum-permission forms; an overdue article; Roth IRA regret. Sometimes

I’d pad into the kids’ room to admire them as they slept—Addison clutching a stuffed penguin,
Walker hand to heart, pledging allegiance.When you’re young, the past is just steps behind you,
tracks in the snow. By plopping each boot in its previous imprint, you can backtrack to inhabit

twenty-one, fourteen, six, four. Gradually, imperceptibly, the snow melts and the track muddies

and a silent severing occurs. Twenty-one is somewhere to the rear, but the way back is a bog

and darkness is drawing on.Still, I came to believe I was a better father nearly every day, a better
writer, more myself. (There was a huge asterisk attached to all this positive self-talk, but I tried

not to think about it.) Then, the moment competence seemed at hand, decline heaved into view.

Attempting to outrun it was ludicrous, of course. I sometimes think of the elderly Tolstoy fleeing

his wife and his doctors, fleeing for his life, and getting as far as the waiting room of a train
station at Astapovo, where death was waiting. Then I think, Tolstoy? Bit of a reach.—Mom saw
herself as overmatched but valiant; her favorite self-descriptive adjective was “desperate.” Even

her accounts of picking up dry cleaning fizzed with drama. She’d declare, “I crept out at the

crack of dawn” or “I scurried home,” verbs suited to a small animal in a children’s book. When

she was weighing what her grandchildren should call her, a top candidate was “Mousehead”—
Day’s nickname for her short, gray, post-chemo hairstyle. Our kids, who never got to meet her,
call her “Foffie.”A poet in her youth and later a painter, Mom was above all an artist of domestic
life. She made exquisite meals in the Julia Child manner, then hid any leftover date-and-nut bars

or almond cake under her bed, to be rationed out as she saw fit. She arranged each room of her
house for maximum effect, and it remains a minefield of memory-bombs: her still lifes,
needlepoint pillows, peekaboo nooks concealing televisions and stepladders, silver objets

deployed around the living room like actors in an Albee play.Though Day spends most of his

time in the open kitchen and dining room, his custody of it extends only to the contents of the
freezer. Mom dominates the area still with her hexagonal window plan, pegboard wall,

Marimekko pot holders, and shelf of skeptically annotated cookbooks. Ringed in by her
bequests, Day couldn’t have escaped to a retirement community if he’d wanted to, which he

adamantly did not.Some houses are garrulous, their interior life voluble on the lawn (the busted
TV, the worn-out davenport). Mom’s, an old stucco gatehouse largely hidden from the road, was

private, cozy, and exacting. Pungent with woodsmoke and Chanel No. 5, her lair demanded that
visitors toe the mark. The blue armchair Day had chosen to answer Timmie and me from, for

instance, was the one Mom positioned me in, in 1997, to ask me about my then-dismal romantic

prospects. In her journal at the time, she registered “sadness about Tad and his slight attention
to me,” adding “Tad is rude at times” and “Tad’s not getting married. Not my fault. My life

shouldn’t be spoiled by his choices.”Acknowledging that she hadn’t always been the most

obliging mother, she told me she wanted to fix things between us. “It seems easier now to raise

children, because they have those carriers where you go into a museum and the child goes with
you,” she said, referring to BabyBjörns. “I can imagine, as a grandmother, wanting to take a child
to a museum. But when I was a child that never happened, so I basically liked to spend time

alone.” Training her blue eyes on mine, that tractor beam, she said, “Day and I tried very hard to
pass on less loneliness than we got.”That struck me as true, and admirable, and insufficient. “It

was a worthy goal,” I said, staring her down. She was right: I could be sort of an asshole.—I
asked Day, “Is there anything you’ve always wanted to ask us, or tell us?”“No.” That familiar

asperity, when he felt or anticipated a challenge.Timmie cleared her throat. “Is there anything

you wish had been different between you and the three of us?”“I never thought of that,” he said.
His cheeks began to burn. “And now that I do, I don’t like the idea. So the answer is no.”“And

what about between you and Mom?” Timmie continued.“Well, that was an intimate affair. Forty-

three years.”“So there’s a lot there,” she said, encouragingly. “Is there anything you wish had
been different between the two of you?” He’d been stunned, after Mom died, to discover that

while she’d saved every Lands’ End catalogue since 1963, most of his cards and letters to her

had vanished. He searched the seven nooks where she answered mail and had a locksmith
open her three locked chests: all were empty. His fear, I’d later learn, was that she had burned

his correspondence “the year she wrote that she did not love me anymore, and told me not to
answer.” They each impressed on us that life was not a potluck but a formal dinner with French

menus. You could so easily choose wrong.After a silence, Timmie asked, “You still with us?”“I’d
like some ice cream now.”“We’re almost through.”I looked doubtfully at our list. “Was there a

specific time—a minute, an hour, a week—when you felt acute happiness?”“No.”“What is your
proudest accomplishment?”“Running Swarthmore for nine years.”Timmie asked, “What was the

lowest moment in your life?”“Sometime in Buffalo when I feared that I wasn’t going anywhere.”
The hand flick: move on.“Do you believe in God?”“Yes.”I said, “Is there one religion that seems

closest to your idea of God?”“Buddhistic Presbyterianism.” When he was eight, he’d had an
epiphany in Sunday School and yearned for God to test him as He had tested Abraham, but at

that age you don’t have sons to sacrifice. Unsentimental about most holidays, he loved giving
Valentines to Mom and Timmie and later to his daughters-in-law. In 1982, he sent me one,
writing, “I deny the thought that it may be un-American or unmanly for a father to send a

Valentine to his son.” It was a postcard of a mournful seventeenth-century painting of Christ,

chosen, he said, “because the face of Jesus is dark, robust, enduring.”Day was delighted when
anyone likened his pendant earlobes to the Buddha’s, and he relished the Eastern saying

“Before enlightenment: chop wood, draw water. After enlightenment: chop wood, draw water.” He
loved chopping wood. Drawing water, and other household tasks, not so much. After Mom died, I

had to tell him the facts of life about the dryer—that it had a lint screen, for instance.I observed,

“Buddhists and Presbyterians have very different ideas about why we’re here and where we’re
going.”“That’s true,” he said with satisfaction, as if I’d made a rookie mistake. “And in the truth of

that resides my comfort.”—When I was doing physical therapy recently for a frozen shoulder, I
glimpsed my face in the mirror and my whole body stiffened. I’d never perceived a deep
resemblance to my father in photos, but my bleached wince was exactly Day’s in a painting Mom

made of him after he had prostate surgery at fifty-seven: stripped and scoured, ashen in his
flannel bathrobe. The painting revealed what Day sought to keep hidden—and what I had

inherited, to my dismay: a hatred of indignity. And my increasingly noisy sneezes! I thought.

Day’s sneezes echo like rifle fire in a box canyon. And the way we bang our heads! Day was
always reeling away from low doorways and glaring back. And my sweet tooth! When Walker
and Addison see me angling toward the cookie jar, they cry, “Daddy, no!”A few months before

that weekend, I was visiting Day and one morning a new health aide arrived for her shift, came in
through the front door (everyone uses the back), walked upstairs, knocked on my door, and
pushed it open. I started up from the sheets, bewildered by this stranger in a pink smock. “I’m

Angela, and I’m here to take care of you,” she said, advancing with a placatory air.“No!” I said.
“No, you want my father.” I pointed to the far end of the house. She studied me, uncertain.When

Day began to fail, it felt like he was tugging me with him. My sense that we’re tethered on a
conveyor belt had given rise to two absurd and contradictory beliefs. One is that when he goes
over the edge, I’ll be pulled over, too. The other is that if I can dig my heels in, somehow, I can

stop the belt.—“What are your feelings about death?” I asked.“I have no feelings,” Day said.

“Certainly, no fear.”“Have you come to any determination of the purpose or meaning of life?”
Timmie said.“No.”“Is there anything important you would still like to do?” I asked.“Sure.” His voice
was softer, less decided.Timmie inquired, “And what might that be?” His eyes fluttered. “A nap,
maybe?”He laughed. “I am thinking about it. I’m just not getting anywhere.”He lived largely in his

youth now, writing about his mother and father. But then he’d always maintained a shallow depth
of field as a historian and spiritual supplicant, telescoping right past us in the foreground. When

he went abroad he’d prepare at least six words of courtesy in the local language, seeking in
exchange only the secret of how to escape himself, of how to live. Or at least a little consolation.

Succor would come from strangers, if from anywhere.“Well, those are our questions,” I said. “Is

there anything else we should have asked you about?” That’s how I usually end interviews. The
person I’m talking with rarely raises a new topic, but the question rounds the session off. And

sometimes—“Oh, yes,” Day said, brightening. There was always that undertow beneath the swell
of his logic—a riptide of eagerness. The child playing hide-and-seek who peeps over a sofa,

hoping to be seen. “You should have asked me about my sex life.”“What do you want to say
about it?” I asked, cautiously.“That it was not promiscuous, but it was imaginative.”Timmie and I

exchanged another look: yuck. “Anything else on that? Or do you want to leave it there?”“I’d like

to leave it there.”“Perfect. Any other topics?”“My sporting life. Soccer and squash.” He played

varsity soccer and squash at Williams, and kept them up.“Those are things that made you

happy?” Timmie said.“Yes.”“What was the high point of your soccer life?” I asked.“Playing in that

league in the Philippines. With practices and games, I played almost every day.”“And of your
squash?”“Being number two in the USA at age seventy-five.”“You almost won the Nationals,

right?” In that tournament, veteran players age into a new division every five years. I began
playing the Nationals myself a few years ago.“I had the winning shot on my racquet,” he said,
wistfully. His right arm carved the air, redirecting the ball.—When I was three, we moved to

Ithaca, New York, for a year while Day studied Bahasa, the predominant Indonesian language,
at Cornell. It’s the first house I remember: small, cool, strafed by morning light. One evening,
Mom and Day had a cocktail party in the backyard: pigs in a blanket and Herb Alpert on the

stereo. I clambered out of bed and saw Day whoop as a champagne cork shot into the night. I

padded through the crowd and reached up as he filled the plastic flutes. “Elizabeth!” he called,
and jerked his head at Mom, who led me back inside.The next morning, I found corks all over the

lawn, like shotgun casings. Inside, at the Danish modern desk where he spent his days, Day was

writing, “I wake this morning with a duty to my own happiness: to record it. Contentment makes a

poor diary entry. Happy is the man that has no autobiography.”—Journalists and historians share
a belief that the truth is hidden, and likely to dismay. When a childhood friend got married in

Vermont, years ago, I admired the reverend’s broad, raspy Boston voice. The rasp suggested
roast lamb and crisp February mornings and Subarus scattering snow, an assured and

ceremonious way of life. But it was throat cancer.We always feared that Day’s house sheltered
secrets greater than the vagrant cupboards and cracked sinks, the toilets that ran merrily away
from every plumber who gave chase. But when we had it inspected later, in 2020, it was a shock
to discover the wood rot and dangling wires; the uncoupled dryer vent that had furred the soffits

with lint; the squirrels in the attic and mice in the basement nesting on hidden beds of

vermiculite.The biggest secret lay in the twenty steel file cabinets in his study. Day never
discussed his files; they were simply tools in his workshop, arranged as other men arrange their
drills and power saws. It turned out, when I began to go through them, that his cabinets
preserved memorabilia from every country he’d ever visited, letters of introduction, letters of

recommendation, letters of appreciation, letters of protest, lengthy memoranda to his doctor
about his latest symptoms, and notes and annotations on clippings about an enormous

profusion of topics, including “Aging Artists,” “Burma,” “Cosmology (Higgs Boson etc.),” “Cyber-

anarchy and Other Anarchies,” “Jefferson and Slavery,” “Neurotheology,” and “Prostate, etc., for
Fictional Purposes”—his compendious effort across six decades to fathom the universe and his
place within it.Intermingled were folders of his private thoughts: “Journals 1975–76,”
“Ruminations,” “Celebrations,” “Verses,” “Brevities 1993–96,” “Assizes,” and scores more. His

mind had poured compulsively onto torn-out pocket calendar pages, index cards, legal pads,
hotel stationery, envelopes, Post-it notes, and restaurant menus, covering them with snatches of

dinner-party conversation as well as with aphorisms, poems, fears, regrets, and prayers. These
confessions were a red thread of fervor woven into the snowy vestments of his rational mind.Like
many public men, Day bloomed at the lectern. But he bloomed even more abundantly in private,

writing of the delight he took in his glowing fresh-cut lawn and in clear cool sunrises and in the
fragrant steam rising from a cup of Lapsang souchong tea—and of his shame at failing to live up

to his image as a public man. He was haunted by his dreams: of thwarted or copious urination, of
humiliation, of futile effort, and erotic reveries of all kinds—even about Melanie, an old girlfriend
of mine, which gave me a shock. His nightmares mortified him; he lived in dread of his unbridled

imagination. One night in 1984, he started up from bed to record: “Somehow, after great denial,

and without guilt, I find myself near climax in an auto-erotic state, and I am able, to my surprise,
and a delight almost philosophic, to get my cock in my mouth. As the expected climax nears,
however, I see through the bars of the footboard of the bed the Chairman of the Philadelphia
Saving Fund Society peering at me, unblinking, unspeaking.”It wasn’t even slightly funny to him,

because he hated embarrassment. He hated how ruddy his ears and cheeks got, hated that his

face was a heat map of chagrin. He kept the radioactivity at bay through these makeshift
journals, treating them as a kind of collider where super-cold electromagnets would channel the

flood of energy far belowground, so that he alone could measure the muffled explosions.—On

the drive home, as we navigated the nervy merges near West Orange, I told Amanda we’d gone

about it wrong. Timmie and I should have talked to him ten years earlier, or asked him to write us
a letter to be opened after his death. Something, somehow, to shoulder the door open. But what?

As we hit the seagull-ridden landfill of Staten Island, the traffic increased. We inched across the
Verrazzano, along the BQE, and over the speed bumps of Brooklyn Heights. Finally home, we

scampered up the staircase, with its threadbare crimson carpeting, to the enameled blue-andwhite “No. 2” on the nail.Amanda reminded everyone to unpack before doing anything else—as

always, a beat late. Walker and Addison had run to the front window to repossess our apartment.

Scrunching their noses against the glass, their breath already clouding the view, they looked

back on the way we had come.Standing behind them, I thought about how, when we’d left Day’s
house, he leaned into me in the driveway, his whiskers delicate as superfine sandpaper, and
murmured, “I adored having you.” My heart had cricketed. “Adored” was a Mom verb; I’d never

heard him use it. It reminded me of the way he was long ago—or maybe just of the way I’d
always hoped he’d be.
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Alan, “Unsatisfying. This was a good read, and I wanted to see what he had to write. I gave this
four stars because he's a good writer and seemingly honest.If I were judging on the impression I
got of him as a person, I would give him maybe two stars. An online search revealed this snarky

line from a newspaper article when he and Amanda Hesser got engaged: "For months, readers
of The New York Times Magazine have been vicariously following the courtship of Amanda
Hesser, the Times' brilliant and brilliantly self-absorbed food writer, and Tad Friend, a writer for
The New Yorker." I think Tad turned out to be a brilliantly self-absorbed memoirist.Since I had
recently read his first memoir "Cheerful Money," I was familiar with previous stories about many

of the family members he mentioned. It felt like he was going back over previously covered
ground though and recycling material, but had to be done to make this book stand on its own. I
think I liked "Cheerful Money" better.I was surprised by his candor, but I suppose that since he
detailed things from his father's journals that were probably never meant for the public, he had to
share some of his shameful secrets too. Over all, I found it a bit sad and depressing.”
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